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Abstract—Investigations on radiation characteristics of multilayer antenna having embedment of left-
handed material are presented. The proposed engineered comb-shaped structure exhibits both negative
permittivity and permeability. The inset-fed patch antenna matched at 50Ω incorporates a homogeneous
array of multilayer comb-shaped resonators. The array demonstrates a major impact on antenna
parameters such as resonance, gain, radiation pattern, voltage standing wave ratio, and bandwidth.
The novelty in the presented design is that by merely modifying the physical parameters of the negative
refractive index resonator, the antenna radiation property can be altered. An artificially realized left-
handed stacked material possesses strong inductive and capacitive mutual-coupling. The variations
in stacked conductive inclusion illustrate the considerable change in antenna resonance. The antenna
resonates at 1.57GHz, 2.48GHz, and 3.4GHz with a bandwidth of around 20.64%, 7.35%, and 4.40%
respectively. The proposed antenna electrical size is 0.48λ × 0.56λ at a lower frequency. The antenna
exhibits the gain of 3.8 dBi, 6.15 dBi, 4.54 dBi at 1.57GHz, 2.48GHz, and 3.4GHz, respectively. The
proposed planar stacked negative refractive index-inspired patch antenna model can be utilized for L1
and S-band satellite and maritime operations.

1. INTRODUCTION

Microstrip patch antenna is one of the widely utilized printed antennas for satellite applications due to
its surface-mountable structure, low cost, and low design complexities. Recent developments in artificial
dielectric materials, also known as left-handed materials, have created a significant impact on advanced
antennas and microwave components design. Since the inception of the metamaterial concepts given by
Veselago, verified by Pendry, and experimentally proven by Smith et al., the developments in negative
refraction inspired technology is immense [1, 2]. Scientists across the globe have experimentally achieved
the benefits of left-handed material for practical applications.

Nature has given negative materials. Gold and silver possess negative permittivity (ε) whereas
ferromagnetic and anti-ferromagnetic materials possess negative permeability (µ). However, the
realization of simultaneous negative permittivity (ε) and permeability (µ) using conducting thin wire
and split ring resonators (SRRs) provided a revolution in the microwave and wireless communication
community. The engineered materials have shown highly impressive growth, which has inspired a
resurgence of innovative creations in the design of novel negative refractive index material. The size of
metamaterial elements needs to be comparable to their wavelength, typically in the range of λ/10 or
lesser. The sub-wavelength dimensions utilized in the homogenous array pattern improve the electric and
magnetic properties of the host material, especially in the antenna design. The physics and experimental
realization of negative refractive index material are adequately discussed in [3, 4]. The refraction indices
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provide the measure of deflection which an electromagnetic wave undergoes at the material interface.
Left-handed materials (LHMs) are variably coupled with microwave active and passive devices especially
antennas for a range of applications. The lenses formed by the engineered artificial material aid in
antenna designs.

Several types of metamaterials inspired antennas are envisaged, theoretically analyzed, simulated,
and fabricated to date for real-time applications such as compact and miniaturized antennas [5–8],
Broadband Antennas [9–11], Beam tilting Antennas [12, 13], Antennas for MIMO Applications [14, 15],
Ultra-wideband Applications Antennas [16, 17], and Transparent Antennas [18, 19]. The metamaterial-
inspired antennas can have different configurations such as multilayer [20, 21], etched in the ground
plane [22], or radome [23, 24] to exploit the benefits of left-handed materials. The radome resonance is
due to propagating eigenmodes of conducting metallic array, and such design considerably improves the
directivity of the antenna. There is also the availability of both near-field [25, 26] and far-field [27, 28]
application-specific antennas in literature. The left-handed material loading may be symmetrical
or asymmetrical depending on applications; however, significant improvements have been achieved
compared to conventional half-wavelength or full wavelength printed antennas. This paper explores
the utilization of negative refractive index material-loaded bilayered substrate.

2. NEGATIVE REFRACTION ANALYSIS

If the material is having a single propagating mode for a specific resonance frequency, then the material
will possess a well-specified refractive index irrespective of homogenous or heterogeneous nature. The
comb structure unit cell was simulated by keeping E-field oriented in a vertical direction interacting
with the face of comb and k-vector moving along the comb.

The following equation shows impedance parameters [20]
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The complex propagation constant (γ) in the form of impedance parameters can be given as:

γ =

arccosh

(
A+D

2

)
ax

(2)

The Bloch impedance in terms of impedance parameters can be shown as:

ZB =
Be−γd

1−Ae−γd
(3)

Figure 1. Comb resonator and Bloch Impedance.
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The calculated Bloch impedance for the comb-shaped resonator is illustrated in Fig. 1. The propagation
constant can be shown in terms of attenuation (α) and phase constants (β)

γ = α+ jβ (4)

The effective relative permittivity (εreff ) and effective relative permeability (µreff ) are given by

µreff =
−jγZB

Zlinek0
, εreff =

−jγZline

ZBk0
(5)

k0: free space wavenumber; Zline: line impedance; ax, ay, and az: unit cell dimensions.
There are numerous techniques available to calculate the refractive index of the material. The

effective parameters retrieval technique demonstrated in [20] was utilized to calculate εreff and µreff

as shown in Fig. 2, which confirms that comb structure exhibits double negative (DNG) refraction
behavior.

Figure 2. Effective Permittivity and Permeability of comb resonator.

3. PROPOSED SATELLITE COMMUNICATION ANTENNA DESIGN

The proposed double negative material-inspired resonator and geometric dimensions parameters are
illustrated in Fig. 3. At lower frequency, patch dimension is 0.36λ× 0.40λ, and ground plane dimension
is 0.48λ × 0.56λ. Total substrate thickness (hs) is 60mil having three layers of 20mils Arlon AD255
material. The AD255 material is a low-loss material having a dielectric constant of 2.5. The dielectric
loss tangent of AD 255 material is 0.0014 which makes it suitable for high-frequency antenna design.
The dielectric losses increase at very high frequencies for the material whose loss tangent is high. The
metallic inclusion is sandwiched between three layers of a thin AD255 substrate. The inclusion of
comb metal in the substrate makes the antenna a metamaterial-inspired resonator. The presence of
negative refractive index material in the substrate further decreases the effective dielectric constant.
The metallic inclusion reduces the dielectric losses, and hence the antenna becomes useful at high-
frequency operations. The antenna resonance is controlled by tailoring dimensions, placement, and
orientation of patch and metallic inclusion.

The symmetrical slotted patch resonator loaded with an array of 3 × 2 comb metallic inclusion
and geometry parameters are depicted in Fig. 3. The antenna is inset-fed which is matched at 50Ω.
Tuning slots are provided for fine-tuning of the antenna at the desired frequency; however, presented
results utilize the tuning capability primarily of metallic inclusions. The analysis in the variation in
geometrical parameters of comb structure is carried out to illustrate that the antenna can be tuned by
modifying comb resonator dimensions as illustrated in Fig. 4. As the dimensions of the comb structure
strips are varied, the equivalent inductance and capacitance change respectively.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 3. Antenna geometry. (a) Unit cell design. (b) Top orientation. (c) Side orientation.

The strong magnetic coupling between comb resonators decreases with further increment in the
distance. In addition, coupling inductance and capacitance would also get varied significantly between
elements of comb-shaped resonator array; however, the variations in dielectric material capacitance will

Table 1. Antenna design parameters.

Notation Dimension (mm)

L 69

W 78

WG 92

LG 107

Le 34

We 16

De 3

Lc 16

fL 20

Dc 3

Li 12.6

Gi 6

Dx 38

Dy 30

Dz 1.56

fW 2.5

Wc 16
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4. Effect of parametric variation on reflection coefficient. (a) Wc. (b) We.(c) Lc. (d) Gi.

be quite low, and it can be neglected in antenna tuning. The effective mutual capacitance and mutual
inductance decrease as the distance between comb-shaped resonators increases. These figures illustrate
that mere modification in comb resonator leads to desired frequency operation in L and S bands.

The close placement of resonators in a 2 × 3 array induces strong magnetic coupling, and output
resonance has a significant influence on mutual capacitance and inductance.

The width of tuning slots on the patch is 1mm to fine-tune the target frequency. Antenna design
dimensions are enlisted in Table 1. All antenna geometrical parameters along with comb resonator
parameters can be varied for tuning the antenna at the desired bands of operation. The fabricated
antenna prototype is illustrated in Fig. 5. The feed is soldered to a 50Ω SMA connector.

4. SIMULATION AND MEASUREMENT RESULTS

The simulated results of return loss were carried out in FEM-based commercial antenna design software.
The antenna reflection coefficient measurement was carried out using Keysight 9912A VNA. Simulated
and measured return losses for matched impedance conditions are depicted in Fig. 6. The simulated and
measured results display a good correlation. The antenna resonates in IEEE L1 and S-band at target
frequencies of 1.57GHz, 2.48GHz, and 3.4GHz primarily utilized for India Satellite and Maritime
Communication. The 1.57GHz and 2.48GHz frequencies are allocated bands for Indian GPS Satellite
Communication whereas 3.4GHz is standard maritime communication frequency.

Typically, bandwidth of metamaterial-inspired antennas is less than standard planar antennas
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Figure 5. Antenna prototype. (a) Top view. (b) Bottom view. (c) Comb layer.

Figure 6. Reflection Coefficient of the proposed antenna.
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Figure 7. Surface current density on middle layer and top layer at target resonances. (a) 1.57GHz.
(b) 2.48GHz. (c) 3.4GHz.
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Figure 8. Simulated and measured 2D radiation patterns. (a) 1.57GHz. (b) 2.48GHz. (c) 3.4GHz.
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because of the high Q-factor of negative refractive index materials and the fundamental limitation of
the patch antenna. The proposed design has multiple layers, which causes bandwidth to increase due
to the correlation of bandwidth with substrate thickness. The bandwidths of the antenna are 20.64%,
7.35%, and 4.40% at target resonances, respectively.

The current density distributions of comb-shaped resonator and antenna at target frequencies are
shown in Fig. 7. The current density on the patch is stronger at the edge of the antenna. As anticipated,
the current densities of the resonator at secondary resonances are weak. The radiation patterns of the
antenna were experimentally measured in an anechoic chamber environment as depicted in Fig. 8. The
antenna peak gain values of 3.8 dBi, 6.15 dBi, and 4.54 dBi were measured for 1.57GHz, 2.48GHz, and
3.4GHz, respectively, which meets the criteria for the target applications.

Figure 9 illustrates the antenna gain and efficiencies at target frequencies. It is apparent from the
figure that the antenna meets the desirable gain requirement for space applications. Table 2 illustrates
the comparison of the proposed antenna with other antennas for satellite applications. The designed
structure is better in terms of number of frequencies and bandwidth where it is under performing in
terms of size and gain compared to previously reported literature. The proposed antenna exhibits its
usefulness for GPS satellite communication applications.

Figure 9. Antenna gain.

Table 2. Performance comparison of the proposed antenna with the existing state of the art antennas.

Reference Resonance Frequencies Size (in mm2) Gain (dBi) BW (%)

[29] 1.2, 1.57 140× 140 7, 6 2

[30] 2.45, 5.8 58.71× 58.71 — 6.8

[31] 2.4, 5 69.5× 10 3-4 2.1, 7.33

[32] 1.5 – 1.65 40× 40 5 6.25

Proposed 1.57, 2.48, 3.4 90× 107 3.8, 6.15, 4.54 20.64, 7.35, 4.40
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5. CONCLUSION

An engineered multilayer left-handed material-inspired resonator is presented. The multiple layers of
antenna aid in bandwidth enhancement despite the high Q-factor of negative refractive index material
responsible for restricting the antenna bandwidth. The antenna presents tuning capability primarily
through dimension variation of negative refractive index structure at both layers. The antenna resonance
at desired frequencies can be achieved without modifying antenna mechanical dimensions, which aids in
surface mountable satellite payload antenna design. The antenna has resonances at 1.57GHz, 2.48GHz,
and 3.4GHz frequencies with peak gain at antenna boresight in order of 3.8 dBi, 6.15 dBi, and 4.54 dBi.
The proposed multiband antenna offers utilization in the L-band and S-band for satellite and maritime
transmit and/or receive operations.
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